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Organisation of SUCH                           
  
 
Main units and decision-making 
 
Decisions in SUCH are made by member meetings, by the Steering Committee (SC), and by 
Directors. 
 
SUCH Biennial Meeting is the fundamental decision-making body of the network, with a role 
to develop and confirm the strategic direction of the network, prioritise activity areas for the 
coming period and decide on suggestions from members. When possible, the Biennial 
Meeting will be organised in conjunction with the Peaceful Coexistence Colloquium. In 
between Biennial Meetings, ICT will be used for interaction and decision making based on 
need. Formally, decisions based on such member interaction is made by the SC. The Biennial 
Meeting is organised by the SC. The invitations are the responsibility of the Directors, while 
preparation and organisation can be assigned to the SC or a Working Group (WG). 
 
All SUCH Members are invited to participate in the SUCH Biennial Meeting. An invitation will 
be put online to the network webpage at least two months in advance. The invitation must 
include the date, time and place of the meeting, and information about the possibility of 
joining the meeting via ICT. The agenda should be presented no later than one week ahead 
of the meeting, and all members are able to suggest items to be discussed. The agenda is 
decided by the directors, but items can be added at the meeting by simple majority voting. 
In all voting, members that are present physically and via ICT have equal mandates. 
 
The meeting selects a Chair and a Secretary, who can be any members of SUCH. Minutes will 
be written and shared within a month. The meeting promotes dialogue and seeks to reach 
a consensus as the basis of its decision making but if this is not possible, then a majority 
voting procedure will be put in place. In case of a draw, the vote of the chair (please note: 
not the Director) will determine the result. There is no minimum amount of Members for 
the meeting to be competent and eligible to make decisions. 
 
SUCH Annual Meeting. In the period between biannual meetings, all members may be called 
to a Member Meeting that is organised in conjunction with another SUCH event or fully 
implemented via ICT. The role and organisation of Annual Meetings will be the same as the 
Biannual Meeting, apart from its role to elect members to the SC and directors. On these 
issues, the Annual Meeting will only elect new persons to these roles after resignations.  
 
SC Members are elected every second year by the SUCH Biennial Meeting. All SC Members 
must be SUCH Members. SC Members can be suggested by any SUCH member. The period 
as SC member is limited to two years, with two exceptions: (a) when the number of new 
candidates is insufficient for full rotation and (b) after the first term, where half of the SC 
members have a possibility to continue in their position for the second term. The SC should 
hold meetings at least on an annual basis. 
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SUCH Directors are selected by the SC, from its own members, on a biennial basis on the first 
meeting of the new SC (normally in direct connection to the biannual meeting in which the 
SC is elected). SUCH directors have executive power in areas defined by these SUCH statutes 
and SC decisions. On other issues, or if the mandate is unclear, the Directors should contact 
the SC regarding the mandate.  
 
Tasks and responsibilities 
 
In addition to the Member meetings, the SC and the Directors, SUCH shares responsibilities 
and tasks amongst Working Groups (WGs) and Thematic Groups (TGs). These can be 
initiated by members, the SC or by Directors, but all WGs and TGs under SUCH must be 
confirmed by the SC or by the biannual meeting. Each WG and TG has a coordinator assigned 
by the SC and reporting to the SC. Status reports may also be communicated on the website/ 
in a possible newsletter. 
 
Working Groups (WGs) are mission or project-based groups of SUCH members in charge of 
certain tasks (e.g. communication, a conference or other activities) that require close and 
intense collaboration by a small number of people. Thematic Groups (TGs) can be organized 
based on research themes, activity areas etc. and undertake their own activities.  
  
Communication and representing 
 
Any SUCH Member listed at the webpage can, and is encouraged to, communicate as a 
“member of SUCH”, when communicating in line with the purpose of SUCH. This may be for 
example, in debate articles, at conferences, in publications or in research applications.  
 
All SUCH members are encouraged to organise events and activities in line with the purpose 
of SUCH, and inform the SC about them. The SC will then decide to add the events in its 
Event Calendar, and otherwise communicate about them as SUCH related happenings. If a 
decision is taken by the SC, the event or activity can be presented as “organised by SUCH” 
or similar. Otherwise, the individual organisers may, and are encouraged to, present 
themselves as “members of SUCH” in relation to the event or activity. 
 
To represent SUCH in other instances, the member is required to be a contact person for a 
WG or TG, member of the SC or director. Representation refers to any discourse or action 
related to the assigned task, in line with the purpose of SUCH. Official statements that do 
not directly build on the purpose and statutes of SUCH must have a democratic consent from 
the SC. 
 
Funding 
 
All members, Directors, WGs, TGs, or organizers of a specific activities, can apply for funding, 
and the SC provides information and support for submitting applications when applicable. If 
SUCH will obtain monetary resources, a section in these statutes which prescribes their use 
should be added. 
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Activities 
 
SUCH activities are based on the purpose of SUCH and directed by the interests of members. 
When events and activities can be prioritized, notice should be taken of the focus and scope 
of the network. Further, the network supports variation and creativity in designing suitable 
activities, and aims to prioritize the most effective and important activities as regards 
sustainable change. Activities are preliminary divided into the following categories: 
  
Peer activity. SUCH Members come together and support each other personally and 
academically in both formal and informal groups. This includes, but is not limited to, a variety 
of WGs and TGs. All formal groups (WGs and TGs) will be listed on SUCH homepage. 
Members can join these groups, as well as suggest new topics and questions for research-
based peer-to-peer interaction, by contacting the coordinator. 
  
Events. These include research-based conferences, seminars, workshops and presentations 
at different geographical locations and in different time zones. The SUCH Event Calendar 
displays events that are SUCH organised and SUCH related. Members are encouraged to 
connect their events to SUCH by sending email to suchresearch.net@gmail.com, as well as 
invited to write brief summaries after the events on the network webpage. Collaboration 
between institutions that SUCH Members are part of is promoted by co-organisation of 
events. 
  
Social Media. SUCH offers its Members a possibility to connect via the network webpage at 
suchresearch.net and social media platforms, where members can share relevant ideas, 
articles, reports and news. All SUCH Members are welcome to join the SUCH social mediums 
and post in these forums. 
  
Art Workshops. Knowledge is not enough for igniting effective change for sustainability. 
Therefore, SUCH encourages workshops and events where art and other cultural activities 
support creative energy and emotional engagement in sustainable change. These types of 
activity allows an exploration of the boundaries of research, art and culture, as well as an 
exploration of different types and forms of expression and developing them together in 
relation to SUCH purpose, focus and scope. These activities may take place in both virtual 
spaces and face-to-face gatherings, and include drawing, painting and poetry, according to 
the interests and available education pro bono.  
 
 
 


